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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #261 

‘Huge’: 1,600+ Institutions Holding $41 Trillion in Assets Have Now 
Divested From Fossil Fuels 
 
The milestone, one campaigner said, should “give hope to folks that we are 
making an impact.” 
December 15, 2023 
 
An earlier version of this story said that 16,000 institutions had divested. The correct 
number is 1,600 and it has been updated to reflect that. 
 
More than 1,600 institutions like universities, pension funds, and governments that hold 
more than $40.6 trillion in assets have now divested from fossil fuels, the Global Fossil 
Fuel Divestment Movement announced Friday. 
 
The announcement comes days after the 28th United Nations Climate Change 
Conference wrapped with a call for “transitioning away from fossil fuels” but stopped 
short of agreeing to the stronger “phase-out” of oil, gas, and coal backed by climate 
advocates and frontline communities. 
 
“This number is huge,” Amy Gray, Stand.earth climate finance associate director and 
coordinator of the Climate Safe Pensions Network, told ‘Common Dreams’. To put it in 
perspective, $40.6 trillion is equal to a little less than half of global gross domestic 
product. 
 
The scale of the divestments to date, said Gray, “should show and give hope to folks 
that we are making an impact and we are making a difference and changing things for 
the better, regardless of these elitist events where the everyday person and the folks in 
the Global South and other places are discounted.” 
 

A Decade of Divestment 

 
Friday’s update to the Global Fossil Fuel Divestment Commitments 
Database reflects around a decade of organizing, Gray said. Organizers 

https://www.commondreams.org/news/cop28-final-deal
https://divestmentdatabase.org/
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at 350.org started tracking divestment commitments when Gray and current Stand.earth 
climate finance director Richard Brooks worked there. When the pair moved to launch a 
climate finance team at Stand.earth, they brought the database with them. 
 
While the divestment movement has seen ups and downs over that decade, Gray said it 
had picked up momentum over the last five or six years. In less than two years, the 
number of institutions divesting jumped by 120, holding a combined $1.4 trillion in 
assets. 
 
“We’ve definitely seen a massive increase in divestment commitments as the 
divestment movement has built itself out and gotten stronger,” Gray said. 
 
“This milestone follows years of attempted shareholder engagement, now a proven 
futile strategy, with fossil fuel corporations hell-bent on our destruction.” 
 
Notable victories in 2023 included PMT, the largest private pension in the Netherlands; 
New York University, the National Academy of Medicine, and the Church of England. 
 
The Church of England divestment was especially notable, Gray said, because of the 
statement that accompanied it. The church emphasized that it had tried to engage with 
the oil and gas companies it was invested in and urged them to adopt policies in line 
with the Paris agreement, but the companies did not change. 
 
“The decision to disinvest was not taken lightly,” Alan Smith, first church estates 
commissioner, said at the time. “Soberingly, the energy majors have not listened to 
significant voices in the societies and markets they serve and are not moving quickly 
enough on the transition. If any of these energy companies come into alignment with 
our criteria in the future, we would reconsider our position. Indeed, that is something we 
would hope for.” 
 
Gray remembered thinking at the time that it was the best divestment statement she’d 
ever read. 
 
“It was really powerful,” she said.  Do you know who is head of the Church of England?  
If you guessed it was HRH Prince Charles, you would be 100% correct.  As the King of 
England, the Church of England is headed by King Charles as the Royal Patron. 
  
The Church of England wasn’t the only institution that thought it could persuade Big Oil 
to change its ways without divesting. 
 
“This milestone follows years of attempted shareholder engagement, now a proven 
futile strategy, with fossil fuel corporations hell-bent on our destruction,” Brooks said in a 
statement. “Instead of financing climate chaos-causing fossil fuels, violence, and 
extraction, financial institutions like big banks and pension funds must protect people 
and planet alike, cutting ties with fossil fuels and reinvesting in proven community-led 
climate-safe solutions.” 

https://www.commondreams.org/tag/350-org
https://www.churchofengland.org/media-and-news/press-releases/church-commissioners-england-exclude-oil-and-gas-companies-over
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People vs. Fossil Fuels 
The success of the divestment movement has been driven by “people power, 100%,” 
Gray said. 
 
This includes larger organizations like Stand.earth or the Sierra Club and big-name 
activists like Bill McKibben or former New York Comptroller Tom Sanzillo, but ultimately 
comes down to smaller grassroots efforts. 
 
“It’s the little group in Wisconsin that’s working on divesting their pension fund,” Gray 
said. “It’s a small group in the Bay Area who is pressuring Citi or one of the big banks, 
and it’s the kids at the colleges.” 
 
“Oil companies are finding it increasingly difficult to raise financing amid rising ESG and 
sustainability concerns.” 
 
There’s evidence that all this activism is making a difference for the industry. The “cost 
of capital” for funding new fossil fuel projects has risen steeply in the last decade, from 
8% to 10% to around 20% as of 2021, according to Bloomberg. 
 
During the same time, the cost for financing renewables has dropped from that same 
8% to 10% to between 3% and 5%. 
 
Bloomberg Intelligence analyst Will Hares laid the divergence at the feet of the push for 
environmental and social governance (ESG) in investing. 
 
“Oil companies are finding it increasingly difficult to raise financing amid rising ESG and 
sustainability concerns, while banks are under pressure from their own investors to 
reduce or eliminate fossil-fuel financing,” Hares said. 
 
Gray also added that Indigenous-led movements such as the 
Wet’suwet’en struggle against the Coastal GasLink pipeline in Canada have had a 
material impact on the industry. 
 
The pipeline’s costs have more than doubled during that time from an estimated $6.6 
billion to $14.5 billion, CBC News reported this month. 
 
At the same time, divesting from fossil fuels is actually a financial win for pension funds 
and other institutions: A study released this year by the University of Waterloo found 
that six U.S. pension funds would actually be $21 billion richer today if they had quit 
fossil fuels 10 years ago. 
 

The Next 1,600 
In the context of a disappointing outcome at COP28, President Joe 
Biden’s greenlighting of drilling projects, and the specter of a second Trump presidency, 
the success of the divestment movement offers hope that climate campaigners can shift 

https://www.commondreams.org/tag/sierra-club
https://www.commondreams.org/tag/bill-mckibben
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-11-09/cost-of-capital-widens-for-fossil-fuel-producers-green-insight
https://www.commondreams.org/news/2020/02/13/protests-continue-across-canada-solidarity-wetsuweten-land-defenders-fighting
https://www.cbc.ca/news/indigenous/amnesty-international-wetsuweten-human-rights-1.7053748
https://www.wealthprofessional.ca/news/industry-news/divesting-from-fossil-fuels-could-add-billions-to-pension-funds/377217
https://www.commondreams.org/news/biden-approves-willow-project
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the world away from fossil fuels without needing to rely on international agreements or 
national legislation. 
 
“It’s not necessary to enact the change we need to see,” Gray said. “We can change 
these systems of oppression from within.” 
 
Looking ahead to 2024, Gray thinks there’s a good chance that California will 
finally pass legislation to divest its two pension funds, CalPERS and CalSTRS, from 
fossil fuels. The two funds, the largest public pensions in the country, control a total of 
$685 billion, including more than $42 billion in fossil fuels. 
 
“Even the person with the smallest amount of investments can get involved.” 
 
If California does pass the legislation, it will “cause a massive ripple effect,” Gray said. 
 
“If we’re able to divest the two largest pension funds in the country, there’s nothing we 
can’t divest.” 
 
Another thing Gray expects to see is more coordination between the efforts to divest 
from both fossil fuels and the weapons industry, as more and more people react with 
shock watching U.S.-made and -funded arms devastating the people of Gaza. 
 
“War is a climate issue,” Gray said. 
 
For people not yet involved in the divestment movement, Gray recommends signing up 
for email updates from Stand.earth or the Climate Safe Pensions Network and looking 
up local climate groups and going to a meeting. 
 
“Even the person with the smallest amount of investments can get involved,” Gray said. 
“Anybody can join the climate movement, and we’re always ready to help folks take that 
step.” 
 
Olivia Rosane is a staff writer for Common Dreams. 
 
While 79% of the public wants a cleaner environment, it does not seem that the world is 
prepared to reduce their life style by the 82%, and by 86% in the U.S.  As the COP28 
meanings revealed, no country is willing to be the first to commit suicide in order to 
meet their obligation in the global efforts to achieve HRH Prince Charles SDGs.   
 

They are feeding your children insects without telling you! 
WORLD HAL TURNER 15 DECEMBER 2023   

 
If you are feeding your kids anything conventional, there are two ingredients to look out 
for. E120 and E904 are additives found in many food products which are obtained from 
insects. 

 

https://legiscan.com/CA/bill/SB252/2023
https://www.commondreams.org/opinion/california-pension-funds-fossil-fuels
https://climatesafepensions.org/
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/authors/author/HalTurner
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There are currently more than 100 products containing these additives. Most of 
them are products intended for children. 
 
European authorities in the field of food safety have devoted many scientific works to 
the examination of these additives, and have affirmed their impact on various health 
aspects: 
 
- Hyperactivity in children; 
- Allergies; 
- Allergic reactions; 
- Asthma; 
- Genotoxicity. 
  

🚨WARNING TO PARENTS: 

 
They are feeding your children insects without telling you. 
 
If you are feeding your kids anything conventional, there are two ingredients to look out 
for. 
 
E120 and E904 are additives found in many food products which are obtained from the 
insects.…   
— DiedSuddenly (@DiedSuddenly_) December 15, 2023 
  
UPDATE: 
E904 Shellac 
 
Shellac resin secreted by the female lac bug. Used in confectionery products as a 
glazing agent, and to reduce moisture loss in fruit. Alternatives include plant waxes. 
 
E120 is a red coloring obtained from the cochineal beetle. Fluid from the beetles is 
mixed with other substances (e.g. tin) to make it more colour-fast. The colouring is used 
in various well-known food products — chocolate, yoghurt drinks, etc. — as well as in 
pharmaceutical products. from Jun 25, 2013 
 

 

MAERSK, HAPAG-LLOYD, and MSC to (Temporarily)  
Cease All Red Sea Shipping 

WORLD HAL TURNER 15 DECEMBER 2023    
 
Maersk, one of the largest container shipping lines in the world, has announced it will 
"pause" all container shipments through the Red Sea.  
  

https://twitter.com/DiedSuddenly_/status/1735684214224191503?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/authors/author/HalTurner
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HAPAG-LLOYD, another of the largest container shipping lines in the world, has also 
just announced it will pause sending ships into the Red Sea, for at least the next three 
days. 
 
Danish shipping company A.P. Moller-Maersk (MAERSKb.CO) will pause all container 
shipments through the Red Sea until further notice, a spokesperson for the company 
announced today. 
 
In 2022, Maersk was operating 15.3 percent of the global container ship fleet, taking 
second place after the Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC), controlling 18.6 
percent. As of May 2023, Maersk was operating 682 container ships with a combined 
capacity of around 4.13 million TEUs. 
 

 
 
"Following the near-miss incident involving Maersk Gibraltar yesterday and yet another 
attack on a container vessel today, we have instructed all Maersk vessels in the area 
bound to pass through the Bab al-Mandab Strait to pause their journey until further 
notice," the company said in a statement. 
 
Yesterday, Maersk said its vessel Maersk Gibraltar was targeted by a missile while 
travelling from Salalah, Oman, to Jeddah, Saudi Arabia and that the crew and vessel 
were reported safe. 
 

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/GBZmnSuWUAAPiwQ?format=jpg&name=4096x4096
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by Yemen's Iran-aligned Houthi movement that the militia had struck a Maersk vessel 
sailing towards Israel. 
 
"The vessel was not hit," a Maersk spokesperson told media outlets in an emailed 
statement following the Houthi claim. 
 
The Houthis had claimed they carried out a military operation against a Maersk 
container vessel, directly hitting it with a drone. The Houthis, who made the claim in a 
statement, did not release any evidence. 
 
Maersk said the company was deeply concerned about the highly escalated security 
situation in the southern Red Sea and Gulf of Aden. 
 
"The recent attacks on commercial vessels in the area are alarming and pose a 
significant threat to the safety and security of seafarers," it wrote in the statement. 
 
Hapag-Lloyd Shipping Company also announced just minutes ago: "We have decided 
to postpone the sailing of all our ships through the Red Sea in the next three days." 
 
Hapag-Lloyd controls about 6 percent of the global container vessel fleet. 
 
These halts to ocean container shipments into and out of the Red Sea will have an 
IMMEDIATE impact on the Global Supply Chain. 
  

NEW ATTACKS 
The Houthis today have targeted the MSC "Alanya" and the "Palatium 3" ships with anti-
ship missiles. They warned the ships to keep their tracker on and follow the Yemeni 
naval forces' orders.  When those ships failed/refused, they were fired upon. 
 
The attacks by Yemen, against ships in the Red Sea, began after Israel launched its 
war against Hamas in The Gaza Strip.   Seeing so many civilian deaths, Yemen told 
Israel to stop the attacks or it would face a military response.   Israel refused because 
Yemen cannot get to Israel. 
 
But Israel apparently never considered that all the ships traveling to and from Israel, via 
the Red Sea, could be fired upon as they pass the strait of El Mandib, along the Yemen 
Coast. 
 
And it is at that Strait, that Yemen is firing upon ships, forcing them to cease traveling 
to/from Israel. Thus, tiny Yemen has created an actual -- and effective -- naval blockade 
of Israel in the Red Sea. 
 
Then on Saturday, December 16, 2023, MSC, the world's largest shipping company, 
has announced that it will not sail through the Red Sea. They made this decision 
because other container ships have been attacked and seriously damaged by Houthi's 
in Yemen, firing missiles and drones, at any vessel traveling to or from Israel.  Yemen is 
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conducting these attacks because Israel is slaughtering Palestinians in the Gaza Strip. 
 
This is an utterly massive blow to logistics supply lines. This will result in a sudden 
and very sharp disruption to Global Supply Chains; a spike in inflation is to be 
IMMEDIATELY expected as goods become scarce from lack of - or severely delayed - 
shipment. Covid had already disrupted logistics lines and many countries are unable to 
control the rising prices of goods. With MSC announcing -- on a SATURDAY -- they are 
not sailing through the Red Sea, they join Maersk, Hapag-Lloyd, CGM and others, 
bringing a full fifty percent (50%) of global container ships off-limits for Red Sea travel. 
  
 

Propaganda Nightmare 
New York University (NYU) Professor Mark Crispin Miller (MCM) is an expert in 
propaganda. Dr. Miller says from infection to injection, Covid 19 was a global 
“propaganda masterpiece.” Propaganda on this level has never happened before in 
human history. Dr. Miller explains, “The media has been crucial to this entire operation, 
and I would take that a little further. I would say since the beginning of 2020, we have 
been subjected to a ‘Rolling Thunder of Propaganda’ drives one after another. First, 
there was the (CV19) virus panic. Then, there was the George Floyd moment. Now, 
there is a new documentary that shows George Floyd was not actually murdered. . . . 
It’s called ‘The Fall of Minneapolis.’ . . . . There was the 2020 Election. There was the 
so-called ‘insurrection.’ That was a wave of crackpot hysteria . . . because it was not an 
insurrection . . . or coup attempt. Then, there was Ukraine, and the entire back story of 
Russia’s invasion was completely missing from all the coverage. . . . This is all the result 
of the media doing the opposite of what it is supposed to do. The ‘Framers’ (of the 
Constitution) realized the absolute necessity of having a free press. . . . This was before 
the corporate media cartels, which is what we have now. . . . The Framers knew . . . to 
offer a counterforce to federal power, we absolutely had to have a free press. . . . The 
reason why the press has First Amendment protections is it . . .tells truths the federal 
authorities does not want us to know. To say the press has failed abysmally is actually 
giving them too much credit. They have been instrumental throughout this nightmare, 
whose aim is radical depopulation and destruction of democracy. . . . if you just tell the 
other side of the story, you are public enemy #1.” 
 
With more than 700 million mRNA CV19 bioweapon injections in the US alone and 
more than 13 billion CV19 injections globally, the implications of this depopulation 
agenda is the biggest story ever short of a global thermal nuclear exchange. This, too, 
was part of the “Rolling Thunder Global Propaganda” campaign. Dr. Miller has 
dedicated his Substack to reveal mounting and massive deaths and injuries one person 
at a time. Many doctors are revealing data and sources proving the CV19 vax did not 
help a single person. Dr. Miller calls the CV19 so-called vaccine “the perfect crime.” Dr. 
Miller explains, “It’s the perfect crime because there is a long delay between the pulling 
of the trigger and the collapse due to the bullet. You see what I mean? Sometimes it 
can take people two years to succumb to the consequences of taking the shot. It’s the 
perfect crime. I also liken it to the infamous mass murders of mid-century. . . . This had 
much more sophistication than those mass murders. It’s not just the bigger numbers, 
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but they got people to take this willingly. Hitler, Stalin and Pol Pot were all coercive. . . . 
This is the first mass murder that is the result of getting people to clamor for it. The 
panic over the Corona virus was so successful that people were craving vaccination—
craving it.” 
 
The good news from Dr. Miller is that it appears people are waking up at a fast pace. He 
points to the low uptake of more CV19 boosters in a range of only 3%. Dr. Miller is 
dedicated to waking people up to the mass propaganda psyop that has led people in a 
disastrous direction. Dr. Miller says, “People can subscribe to my Substack, and you 
can do it for free. I am doing this for the public good. I am always grateful for paid 
subscribers because I am on disability now as a professor at NYU, but I am not doing it 
for that reason. I am doing it because something really, really evil is going on, and 
people have to snap out of it. People have to wake up. I do believe people can wake up, 
and there are indications that people are waking up.” 
 
Dr. Miller’s interview on Greg Hunter’s USAWatchdog.com can be viewed at link below: 
Rolling Thunder Global Propaganda – Mark Crispin Miller | Greg Hunter’s 
USAWatchdog 
 
Dr. Miller confirms that the Covid scam was and is all about “Depopulation.” 
 

 
INSIDER LEAK: WEF IS PLANNING TO ENFORCE GLOBAL 
LOCKDOWNS AND STRIP YOUR FREEDOMS! 
  
Let’s cut through the noise and get straight to the heart of the matter. Nicole Schwab’s 
statement at a World Economic Forum (WEF) panel discussion in 2020 wasn’t just a 
slip of the tongue or a casual remark. It was a blatant admission of a strategy that’s 
been unfolding right before our eyes, under the guise of global crises and environmental 
concerns. The COVID-19 pandemic, referred to as a “tremendous opportunity” by 
Schwab, has been nothing less than a testing ground for the WEF’s audacious plans to 
reshape the world economy. 
 
This isn’t just about making the world a better place; it’s about a complete and total 
overhaul of our existing systems, with the WEF at the helm. The narrative of a 
“climate emergency” is being pushed not just for environmental reasons but as a 
pretext for a seismic shift in global economics, with nature at its core. This shift 
isn’t about gradual change; it’s about uprooting the very foundations of our 
society. 
 
Schwab’s words reveal a disturbing truth: the pandemic was seen as an ideal 
catalyst for rapid, transformative change. The kind of change that doesn’t evolve 
but erupts, altering the way we live, work, and interact with our planet. This is 
about leveraging massive financial flows and policy levers to engineer a change 
so profound that it will be remembered as a historical pivot. 

https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=gRONL1&m=3XqcHV3mXo6cBfA&b=kWYyPaIHDiY5iIjI_r2HpQ
https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=gRONL1&m=3XqcHV3mXo6cBfA&b=kWYyPaIHDiY5iIjI_r2HpQ
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But let’s be clear about what this really means. The WEF’s vision includes 
concepts like regenerative agriculture and the creation of a ‘restoration 
generation.’ These aren’t just innovative ideas; they’re part of a broader scheme 
to exert control over food production, education, and our very identity as human 
beings. 
 
The WEF’s overreach doesn’t end there. They’ve been advocating for “climate 
lockdowns,” reminiscent of the Covid restrictions. In their article “My Carbon – 
An approach for inclusive and sustainable cities,” they praise the public’s 
compliance with Covid restrictions and suggest using similar fear-based tactics 
to enforce carbon emission reductions. This is about imposing restrictions on the 
public under the pretense of sustainability. 
 
The advancements in tracking and surveillance technology are seen by the WEF 
as tools to quash political resistance against personal carbon allowance 
programs. This is a harrowing prospect, envisioning a world where your every 
action is monitored and measured against a carbon quota. It’s a world where 
personal freedom is sacrificed at the altar of so-called security and environmental 
stewardship. 
 
The WEF’s article disturbingly lauds the public’s acceptance of draconian 
restrictions during the pandemic. This isn’t just about public health; it’s a litmus 
test for public obedience. The pandemic is viewed by the WEF as a successful 
experiment in social compliance, setting the stage for further encroachments on 
personal freedoms. 
 
What we’re facing is not a mere policy shift or a new environmental campaign. It’s 
a deliberate, strategic move to reshape the world according to the vision of a 
powerful few. The WEF’s plans, as openly discussed by Nicole Schwab and 
others, are not mere proposals; they’re the groundwork for a new world order, 
where individual rights are subjugated to the whims of an unelected elite. 
 
This is an urgent wake-up call. The world stands at a pivotal juncture, and the 
decisions we make now will shape the legacy we leave for future generations. It’s 
imperative to look beyond the facade, to challenge the intentions of those who 
claim to represent our best interests. The Great Reset is not a hypothetical 
scenario; it’s a reality unfolding before us. The real question is, will we recognize 
and confront it in time to reclaim control over our collective future? 
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Cyber Polygon 
or 

Predictive Programming 
Fear Porn! 
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Military Public Alert - EBS/EAS IMMINENT 
Military in training for Emergency Transmission System Implementation 
 
* This will ensure that everyone is safely located in their homes and can witness the 
historic moment that reveals all truths, cover ups, etc. via the E B S that is impending. 
 
* There should be proof and then a review of all events and activities. 
 
The potential implications at a national and global level can be quite complicated, so 
things need to be in line with protocols. 
 
Yes, there are many consequences if things are not done with precision and perfection. 
 
This is the practice performed in front of real people to see the answers and the 
accuracy of what is to come that changes humanity. 
 
* We hear that the schedule is finally fixed, but again I'm just the messenger. 
 
Be prepared to adjust if necessary regarding possible schedule changes. 
 
Only a chosen few know the exact and precise timing of events. 
 
For security and other obvious reasons, it should be properly kept private. 
 
* The E B S will go on air playing an 8 hour video. 
 
It will be played 3 times a day for 10 days in communication darkness. 
During those '10 Days of Communication Darkness'...the following things will happen: 
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* We will be receiving 7 text messages from Trumpets (aka EBS on our phones) 
warning us to tune in to our TV right now. 
 
* Our phones will only work for 911 and we are informed that the Signal app (which is 
militarily encrypted) will be available. 
 
* Our Internet will not be working during this time. 
 
Our ATMs won't work. 
 
After the 10 days of 'Communication Darkness' we will connect to a 'New Quantum 
Internet'. 
 
* People are urged to stock up on food and water for at least three weeks. 
 
Be prepared with food, water, toilet paper, gas, generators etc. 
 
Anything you might need or want for the next 3 weeks you need to get now. :) 
 
Better safe than sorry. 

 
 
 

Barack Obama Orders Government’s To 
Prepare Public For Imminent Depopulation Event 

Fact checked 
December 15, 2023 Baxter Dmitry News,   
 
The Obamas are back and as usual they are doing the devil’s work. ‘Leave The 
World Behind’ is a new Netflix movie produced by the Obamas about a major 
cyber attack and “global communications breakdown” that just so happens to 
leave the world in ruins, allowing the globalist elite to usher in a new world order. 
 
The Obama’s plot also just so happens to mirror the great cyber attack disaster that 
Klaus Schwab’s World Economic Forum have been threatening to unleash on humanity 
since the Covid pandemic went away. 
 
The parallels between the Obama’s new movie and the World Economic Forum’s plans 
are so striking we simply have to call them out on their evil and warn potential viewers 
that this is a work of dark occult predictive programming that must be avoided at all 
costs. 
 
Nobody who suffered through eight years of the Obama administration will be surprised 
to hear that the Obamas play the race card in the movie, sneaking in a subplot about 
how white people cannot be trusted. 
 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/#email
https://www.rumormillnews.com/#email
https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/about-us/
https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/2023/12/
https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/author/baxter/
https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/category/news/
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From this inauspicious beginning, the Obama’s movie only gets worse. 
 
One only needs to watch the official trailer to understand what it is truly about: 
Predictive Programming. Here’s a look at this piece of supposed “entertainment”. 
 
Remember Klaus Schwab’s disturbing presentation about cyber attacks? Keep that in 
mind as we watch another video the WEF recently posted about an upcoming “cyber 
pandemic” and tell me the elite are not programming us. 
 
The truth is that the Obama’s did not make ‘Leave The World Behind’ for our 
entertainment. It is all about planting ideas and concepts in our collective heads. It is 
about normalizing new levels of tyranny and hysteria by presenting them as a logical 
evolution of the current context. 
 
In short, it is about predictive programming. 
 
Allan Watts originally defined “predictive programming” as follows: 
 
“Predictive programming is a subtle form of psychological conditioning provided by the 
media to acquaint the public with planned societal changes to be implemented by our 
leaders. If and when these changes are put through, the public will already be 
familiarized with them and will accept them as natural progressions, thus lessening 
possible public resistance and commotion.” 
 
Watts hit the nail on the head. The Obamas are engaged in psychological warfare to 
condition the public for planned societal changes long threatened by the globalist elite. 
 
The mainstream media has also been co-opted to spread fear and program the masses. 
Fox News is already throwing around the words “crisis” and “chaos.” These words are 
designed to invoke fear in the audience but actually they are an understatement. 
 
As usual, Fox News gives their audience a sneak peek of the truth, but they do not go 
nearly far enough. 
 
China infiltrating our critical systems is not the real nature of the threat. China is just the 
tip of the iceberg. In reality, the global elite, led by Klaus Schwab and the WEF have 
been threatening for years to unleash a crippling cyber attack that will bring Western 
society to its knees, sow chaos, and provide the great “shock” necessary to bring about 
the New World Order transformation they have been threatening. 
 
Make no mistake, the elite are planning to unleash the chaos necessary to usher in the 
New World Order. Last week, British Deputy Prime Minister and WEF-affiliate Oliver 
Dowden warned Brits they will be thrown back into an “analogue” era when internet and 
power systems collapse. 
 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12825239/Dont-panic-Brits-stock-candles-battery-powered-radios-case-power-meltdown-cripples-digital-gadgets-Deputy-Prime-Minister-Oliver-Dowden-warns.html
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We the people need to reject this barrage of predictive programming. Even if real life 
does not reach the levels of insanity of the Obama’s Leave The World Behind, such 
movies create precedents in our collective unconscious. If new restrictions are 
introduced to the public, people will say “at least it is not as bad as in ‘Leave The World 
Behind’. 
 
To be clear, none of us need to watch this brainwashing session disguised as a movie. 
And all of us need to make sure that none of this globalist insanity seeps into real life. 
 
That I do not plan to watch Barack Obama’s is a given; however, when humanity is 
faced with asymmetrical warfare, the use of “Fear” as a weapon becomes the 
advantage of the aggressor.  I was reading of Cyber Polygon four years ago and was 
not aware of what it meant at the time.  The sources relating the WEF’s plans were 
credible and so I did my due diligence and began to study what it all meant. 
 
As a human being, I understand the dangers of “Fear” and its ability to paralyze a 
person’s emotions, reactions, As a retired pastor I rely on the guidance of what the Bible 
has to say to us concerning “Fear”.  Before I deal with this issue from a Biblical 
perspective, I share an article that I saved from  February, 2021. 
 
The World Economic Forum (WEF) will stage another cyber attack exercise as 
it continues to prep for a potential cyber pandemic that founder Klaus 
Schwab says will be worse than the current global crisis. 
 
The SolarWinds hack served as a wake-up call to the supply chain attack vulnerabilities 
still present in public and private organizations, and it served as a warning that the next 
breach could be exponentially worse in spreading through any device connected to the 
internet. 
 
Following up on last year’s Cyber Polygon cyber attack exercise and event aimed at 
preventing a digital pandemic, the WEF has announced that the 2021 edition will be 
taking place on July 9. 
 
“A cyber attack with COVID-like characteristics would spread faster and farther than any 
biological virus” — World Economic Forum 
 
This year, Cyber Polygon 2021 will simulate a fictional cyber attack with participants 
from dozens of countries responding to “a targeted supply chain attack on a 
corporate ecosystem in real time.” 
 
According to the WEF, COVID-19 was known as an anticipated risk, and so is its digital 
equivalent. 
 
What’s more, “A cyber attack with COVID-like characteristics would spread faster and 
farther than any biological virus. Its reproductive rate would be around 10 times greater 
than what we’ve experienced with the coronavirus.” 

https://www.weforum.org/events/the-davos-agenda-2021/sessions/averting-a-cyber-pandemic
https://www.weforum.org/projects/cyber-polygon
https://cyberpolygon.com/
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“It is important to use the COVID-19 crisis as a timely opportunity to reflect on the 
lessons of cybersecurity community to draw and improve our unpreparedness for a 
potential cyber pandemic” — Klaus Schwab 
 
Here, we take a look at three trends emerging from Cyber Polygon 2020 to uncover 
what moves the public and private sectors may make in anticipation of a digital 
pandemic. 
 
But first, where did the notion of a cyber pandemic come from? 
 
An Anticipated Cyber Pandemic 
 
In his welcoming remarks at Cyber Polygon 2020, WEF Founder Klaus 
Schwab warned about a coming “cyber pandemic” that would be worse than the current 
global crisis. 
 
“We all know, but still pay insufficient attention to, the frightening scenario of a 
comprehensive cyber attack, which would bring a complete halt to the power supply, 
transportation, hospital services, our society as a whole,” he said. 
 
“The COVID-19 crisis would be seen in this respect as a small disturbance in 
comparison to a major cyber attack.” 
 
Schwab added, 
 
“It is important to use the COVID-19 crisis as a timely opportunity to reflect on the 
lessons of cybersecurity community to draw and improve our unpreparedness for a 
potential cyber pandemic.” 
 
As the digital world encroaches on our physical and biological worlds, an effective cyber 
attack could compromise anything connected to the internet, including: 
 

 Medical devices that keep people alive 
 The Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem of connected devices that run smart 

homes (i.e. cameras, microphones, sensors, etc.) 
 The Internet of Bodies (IoB) ecosystem of digitally-connected humans 
 Global financial systems 
 Energy grids 
 Water treatment facilities 
 Government IT systems 
 Military and defense infrastructure 
 And more 

 
Currently, “The only way to stop the exponential propagation of a COVID-like cyber 
attack threat,” according to the WEF, “is to fully disconnect the millions of vulnerable 
devices from one another and from the internet.” 

https://sociable.co/technology/great-reset-meets-internet-of-bodies-manipulating-human-behavior-authoritarian-surveillance/
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But, 
 
“A single day without the internet would cost our economies more than $50 billion, and 
that’s before considering economic and societal damages should these devices be 
linked to essential services, such as transports or healthcare.” 
 
“The COVID-19 crisis would be seen in this respect as a small disturbance in 
comparison to a major cyber attack” — Klaus Schwab 
 
Needless to say, a cyber pandemic would wreak havoc on nearly all aspects of society. 
However, the devil is in the details, and the solutions recommended for a cyber 
pandemic could be far more detrimental to individual liberty than the cyber attack itself. 
 

Cyber Polygon 2020 Emerging Trends 
The central theme of the Cyber Polygon 2020 exercise was “digital pandemic: how to 
prevent a crisis and to reinforce cybersecurity on all levels.” 
 
The stated goal of last year’s Cyber Polygon event was to: 
 

 Develop the teams’ competencies in repelling cyber attacks 
 Engage the management of global organizations and corporations in the 

cybersecurity dialogue 
 Raise public awareness in cybersecurity 

 
The exercise featured two parallel tracks: a live stream for a mass audience and 
technical training for cybersecurity specialists, and 120 of the largest Russian and 
international organizations from 29 countries joined the technical training to practice 
response to a targeted attack, aimed at hacking company data and undermining 
its reputation. 
 
While the technical training side of the event was dedicated to responding to a single 
attack, the conversations from the live stream portions provided the most insights for 
dealing with the potential fallout of the attack — the digital pandemic. 
 
Here are three trends emerging from the live stream discussions and the Cyber 
Polygon 2020 results report. 
 
1) Governments Will Inevitably Move Towards Digital Identity Schemes 
Speaking at Cyber Polygon 2020, former British Prime Minister Tony Blair stated with 
confidence that governments are “absolutely, inevitably” moving in the direction of 
digital identity adoption. 
 
“Digital ID for me is a very big part of the future” — Tony Blair 
 
Digital identity is a major component of the WEF’s great reset agenda as it relates to 
transformative technologies powering the Fourth Industrial Revolution. 

https://cyberpolygon.com/upload/Cyber_Polygon_report_results_2020_EN_v1_1.pdf
https://sociable.co/technology/your-digital-identity-used-against-you-great-reset/
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A digital identity keeps a record of everything you do online, including what you share 
on social media, the websites you visit, and your smartphone’s geolocation, and it can 
house all of the credentials you would normally find in a physical wallet, such as your 
driver’s license, insurance card, and credit cards. 
 
In his talk, Blair didn’t make the case for why having a digital identity was actually 
necessary to prevent a cyber pandemic, but rather that digital identities would be an 
inevitable part of the digital ecosystem, and so governments should work with 
technology companies to protect and regulate their use. 
 
“Digital ID for me is a very big part of the future,” said Blair. 
 
“Inevitably, governments are going to move in this direction — absolutely, inevitably,” he 
added. 
 
“And so what I think’s most important is that we from the political side wake-up to the 
potential of technology and engage with the changemakers inventing the technology, so 
that we understand it and can regulate it sensibly and not stupidly.” 

 
Image Source: World Economic Forum 
If a hacker were to gain control over someone’s digital identity, they could essentially 
shut them out of participating in civil society by erasing them completely, or exploiting 
their information in such a way that blocks victims from proving they have money in the 
bank, a passport that allows them to travel, a valid driver’s license, proof of immunity, 
and any other credentials that are necessary for citizens to access goods and services. 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/11/legal-identity-id-app-aid-tech
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And while digital identities show promise towards improving the livelihoods of millions 
when governed ethically, they are also used by authoritarian governments to profile and 
police citizen behavior under a social credit system. 
 
Whether the data be secured or not, individual liberty will depend on how the 
technology is used and the level of trust given to those who govern it. 
 
According to a WEF report from 2018, “digital identity determines what products, 
services and information we can access – or, conversely, what is closed off to us” — the 
level of which to be determined by our online behavior. 
 
If Blair is right and governments will inevitably adopt digital identities, then a well-
coordinated cyber attack affecting digital identity systems would lead to a cyber 
pandemic affecting the whole of society. 
 
2) ‘Fake News’ Is a Digital Pandemic & the Majority of Citizens Are Incapable of 
Thinking Critically 
Cyber Polygon 2020 dedicated one of its live streams sessions to the concept of “fake 
news” as being a deadly, digital pandemic plaguing 2020. 
 
“If you’re talking about someone who […] has not read very much, whose knowledge is 
limited — that person is much easier to fool and much more ready to accept whatever 
he or she is told” — Vladimir Pozner, Journalist 
 
By the end of their conversation, BBC World News presenter Nik Gowing and veteran 
journalist Vladimir Pozner arrived at the conclusion that the average person of voting 
age was not capable of thinking critically for themselves and was more likely to swallow 
any information put out there than someone who went to a university. 
 
Both Gowing and Pozner agreed that the majority of citizens were uneducated, were not 
well-read, and hadn’t traveled enough to know the difference between what was fake 
and what was real. 
 
Pozner: “You’re launching your argument based on a sense that your average viewer, 
listener, reader has a critical outlook from the outset.” 
 
“I think that there are an awful lot of people who don’t have that critical outlook and just 
swallow it whole.” 
 
Gowing: “I agree […] “You have to have that questioning instinct.” 
 
Pozner: “If someone is well-educated, has a university education, has read, has 
traveled — that person’s reaction to what he or she is reading or listening to is one 
thing. 
“If you’re talking about someone who finished grammar school or the like and has not 
had the opportunity because of where that person comes from, has not read very much, 

https://sociable.co/technology/digital-identity-and-microsofts-move-blockchain-based-id-system/
https://sociable.co/government-and-policy/globalists-embrace-social-media-location-behavioral-data-alternative-credit-scoring/
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_INSIGHT_REPORT_Digital%20Identity.pdf
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whose knowledge is limited — that person is much easier to fool and much more ready 
to accept whatever he or she is told.” 
 
“When we’re dealing with this deliberate lie, who is it directed at mainly?” 
 
“In my opinion, it’s mainly directed towards the ordinary person — not towards the 
intellectual elite, not towards those who have the ability to actually think it through, but 
to those who have not had that advantage, to the less privileged people who are the 
majority, and who are the ones who vote, and who are the ones who, ultimately, when 
they say, ‘the people,’ they are ‘the people,’ and I think they are the ones who are 
victimized by this trend.” 
 
With the assumption that average people aren’t capable of thinking critically and that the 
majority of citizens are therefore “victims,” the two journalists turned the conversation 
towards how to protect victims of the “fake news pandemic.” 
 
But in the end, they had no idea how to do that, and fake news, misinformation, and 
disinformation remain “existential threats.” 
 
Cyber Polygon 2020 didn’t issue any concrete recommendations with regards to dealing 
with fake news; however, the WEF-led Event 201 coronavirus pandemic simulation did 
recommend that, “Governments will need to partner with traditional and social media 
companies to research and develop nimble approaches to countering misinformation.” 
 
3) Trustworthy Public & Private Partnerships Will Need To Be Strengthened 
Establishing trustworthy collaborations among the public and private sectors can help 
prevent a digital pandemic, according to the Polygon 2020 report. 
 
“A critical situation cannot be tackled by an organization or a lone individual,” it reads, 
adding, “In a highly interconnected world, a single cyber attack can spread exponentially 
across the global community.” 
 
“This situation can be prevented by promoting collaboration between the public and 
private sectors and law enforcement agencies.” 
 
“Furthermore, efficient interaction requires the implementation and regulation of a range 
of standards, the exchange of information and establishing trustworthy relationships.” 
 
“When we do see this next crisis, it will be faster than what we’ve seen with COVID, the 
exponential growth rate will be much steeper, the impact will be greater, and as a result 
the economic and social implications will be even more significant” — Jeremy Jurgens, 
WEF Chief Business Officer 
 
However, with countries like China stealing intellectual property, sponsoring state-run 
cyber attacks that have compromised the personal information of nearly every single 
American adult, and silencing doctors and whistleblowers about the CCP’s responsibility 

https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/recommendations.html
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/recommendations.html
https://sociable.co/technology/china-is-stealing-our-stuff-and-theyre-not-even-hiding-it-us-tech-protection-task-force/
https://sociable.co/technology/china-equifax-hack-brazen-criminal-heist-americans-sensitive-information/
https://sociable.co/technology/china-equifax-hack-brazen-criminal-heist-americans-sensitive-information/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-51364382
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in the coronavirus pandemic, establishing trust and bolstering collaborations among 
governments and corporations are lofty goals to set. 
 
During the Polygon 2020 live session, WEF Chief Business Officer Jeremy Jurgens said 
that preventing the next crisis will require that all sectors of society and the economy 
come together. 
 
“I believe that there will be another crisis,” he said. “It will be more significant. We need 
to actually start preparing for that now.” 
 
“We need to start this cooperation and understanding early, so that when the crisis does 
hit, we’re in a position to respond effectively to it.” 
 
“I would anticipate that when we do see this next crisis, it will be faster than what we’ve 
seen with COVID, the exponential growth rate will be much steeper, the impact will be 
greater, and as a result the economic and social implications will be even more 
significant.” 
 
“I think it’s really important that we don’t underestimate the severity of a crisis like this — 
the impact it could have.” 
 
“It’s going to take all sectors of society and the economy to come together to address 
that,” Jurgens added. 
 
The Cyber Polygon 2020 report, along with the virtual sessions recorded during Davos 
Week at the end of January, 2021, all highlight the need/desire for public and 
private collaboration — not just as a means to avert a cyber pandemic — but 
for reshaping the entire global economy and revamping all aspects of society under a 
new form of stakeholder capitalism brought on by the great reset. 
 
Trends Emerging From Digital Pandemic Exercise 
In this article, we looked at three trends emerging Cyber Polygon 2020: 
 

 A greater consolidation of resources and collaborations among 
corporations and states 

 A plan to deal with fake news, disinformation, and misinformation that has 
yet to be unveiled 

 A push towards digital identity that will need to be secured and protected 
 
While these basic observations were plucked from last year’s exercise, this year’s 
Cyber Polygon will present new challenges in which participants will respond to a 
different threat — a targeted supply chain attack on a corporate ecosystem in real-time. 
 
If the results and recommendations from previous pandemic simulations are any 
indication of what may lie ahead for society, then the findings and policies coming out of 
Cyber Polygon 2021 may have real-world societal impact in the very near future. 

https://www.weforum.org/events/the-davos-agenda-2021/programme
https://www.weforum.org/events/the-davos-agenda-2021/programme
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/now-is-the-time-for-a-great-reset/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/01/what-is-the-difference-between-stakeholder-capitalism-shareholder-capitalism-and-state-capitalism-davos-agenda-2021/
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For example, many scenarios played out in the WEF-backed fictional pandemic 
simulations Clade X(May, 2018) and Event 201 (October, 2019) later came to pass, 
along with several policy recommendations for dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
These scenarios depicted: 
 

 Governments implementing lockdowns worldwide 
 The collapse of many industries 
 Growing mistrust between governments and citizens 
 A greater adoption of biometric surveillance technologies 
 Social media censorship in the name of combating misinformation 
 The desire to flood communication channels with “authoritative” sources 
 Mass unemployment 
 Rioting in the streets 
 And a whole lot more! 

 
When the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the coronavirus a pandemic on 
March 11, 2020, governments all over the world went into lockdown, which had 
devastating effects on the economy with businesses closing, civil unrest skyrocketing, 
unemployment surging, housing foreclosures on the horizon, and the largest transfer of 
wealth ever recorded in human history. 
 
However, many of these scenarios were already anticipated and taken into account in 
previous simulations, and yet they all still came to pass. 
 
Will the conversations coming out of Cyber Polygon 2021 prove to be as prophetic for 
the digital world as Event 201 and Clade X were for the physical one? 
 
To further illustrate what I have been describing, if you would at least indulge me a bit 
longer, we can learn a great deal about what faces humanity, and Leo Hohmann posted 
an op-ed piece to help put flesh on these bones of what the WEF, Klaus Schwab, Bill 
Gates, and other underlings of HRH Prince Charles are seeking to accomplish as the 
world is about to enter the Biblical final “seven” years of Daniel 9:27. 
 
Leo Hohmann titled his piece today, “Lesson They Want Us to Learn”.   
 
This article is full of truth bombs about some of the more popular Hollywood films and 
shows dealing with the end of the world. What are they wanting us to take away from 
this films?  Rachel Nichols has some seriously sobering insights. 
 
 
Remember 2020? Who doesn’t? The year the world came to an end and the New 
Abnormal began. 
 

https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/events/2018_clade_x_exercise/index.html
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/recommendations.html
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People would not have gone along with the horrors of Lockdown in such large numbers 
if they hadn’t been groomed for it ahead of time. “Predictive preprogramming” is the 
term used by some for when movies show the elitists’ intentions ahead of time. 
 
The stuff I’m referring to was meant to screw up our brains so we would confuse reality 
with fiction. Not through torture by the Ministry of Truth. But by passively binge-watching 
trashy movies on Netflix or discount theaters. 
 
Here are some films with the lessons we were meant to learn. 
All Those Zombie Films (I Am Legend, Dawn of the Dead, REC, The Walking Dead, 28 
Days Later, 28 Weeks Later, etc.) 
 
About ten years ago I was taken aback when a young man of 18 or so asked my father 
at a church dinner, “What do you think the chances of the world ending through a 
zombie apocalypse are?” 
 
He was—otherwise—a reasonable, intelligent young man too. I was too shocked to 
respond, and the question was not addressed to me. But privately I thought, zombies 
aren’t real. He might as well be asking if a band of vampires will conquer the world. Or 
pixies. Or leprechauns. 
 
It seems he had been learning a bunch of things. Not through school but pop culture 
entertainment. 
 
Here’s what you can learn from zombie films. 

 Jesus was a zombie. The Resurrection of the Dead would just be a zombie 
apocalypse. Because the only alternative to death is being undead. 

 Be very afraid of pathogens. Especially viruses grown in labs. Instead of being 
caused by mysterious meteors or voodoo the modern Zombies are created by 
contagious viruses. 

 We must band together to defeat the Enemy Virus by following instructions by 
Scientists. The number 1 reason people infect others and die is ignoring the 
Science. The Scientists never give bad advice or lie for personal profit or a 
nefarious agenda. 

 Sick people are monsters. Real physical threats. Run away or attack them. 
 The people around us are always in danger of turning into monsters. (AKA 

getting sick.) Especially if they deny the existential threat to humanity and won’t 
follow the Science. 

 Sickness is the end of everything. Not just an inconvenience that can usually be 
overcome by our God given immune systems. 

 Illnesses are shameful. 
 Whenever contagious illnesses go around, accept tribalism and the breakdown of 

social order. (Flu season will be viewed as an existential threat from now on.) 
 
I remember shortly after lockdown began when a YouTuber was discussing someone 
biting a policewoman for asking him nicely to go home. He was asking a guest (over 
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Zoom) whether or not the officer might turn into a zombie. Since biting goes along with 
zombie plagues. 
 
Bird Box 
Don’t you ever take off your blind fold kids! 
https://youtu.be/MPWMBITCudM 
 
This 2018 movie teaches valuable lessons for those wishing to adapt to the New 
Abnormal. Adapt instead of rejecting it and living like human beings. 
 

 Wear a thick, cloth bandage over your face outdoors at all times or you’ll die. Or 
you’ll live but go insane, so you endanger others. 

 Any attempt to contact the outside world will kill you. 
 Examining problems to figure things out is bad. Even if you take precautions 

before and look through a camera. 
 Men aren’t needed. Especially not dads. Overprotective mothers will solve 

everything. 
 The best long-term solution is finding a safe space to hunker down in while 

keeping your eyes tightly shut. Forever. 
 A sheltered, restrictive environment is ideal for bringing up children in. Never 

seeing the light of day won’t have any negative impact on them. 
 Food doesn’t have to be grown. Clothing, soap, etc. doesn’t have to be made. 

People can live off supplies forever. 
 
Here are some more films. I believe they are priming us for what lies ahead. 
 
Leave the World Behind 
Instead of Sandra Bullock this stars Julia Roberts. I wonder if George is a self-insert for 
Barrack Obama. 
https://leohohmann.com/2023/12/11/globalists-on-a-mission-turn-americans-against-
each-other 

 People are awful. They are awful to each other and awful to the planet. People 
should just destroy themselves. 

 When the world falls apart no one will be responsible. It will happen 
spontaneously because our human existence is unsustainable. Inequitable too. 

 Lack of government control will be to blame for the collapse of America. Not 
traitors within. Definitely not globalists running the UN and the WHO. 

 White people are always racist and always will be. 
 White women should remember that asking a strange man for proof of identity is 

racist. You should just open your doors automatically once you see how diverse 
he is. 

 The grid going down and internet not working will prove we weren’t living in 
harmony with the environment according to guidelines set by groups like the 
WEF. Hence the animals like deer suddenly turning on humans. 

 

https://substack.com/redirect/22a7f241-0231-4163-bb4f-1db26eaaf63c?j=eyJ1IjoieDZyOSJ9.sswljKDjPxrsPYs0E0Pz_uAed0xJe9oJb8KqvZtxsw4
https://substack.com/redirect/201cd35c-7b7b-48fe-9f1e-8ee25bdea87b?j=eyJ1IjoieDZyOSJ9.sswljKDjPxrsPYs0E0Pz_uAed0xJe9oJb8KqvZtxsw4
https://substack.com/redirect/201cd35c-7b7b-48fe-9f1e-8ee25bdea87b?j=eyJ1IjoieDZyOSJ9.sswljKDjPxrsPYs0E0Pz_uAed0xJe9oJb8KqvZtxsw4
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When things start to collapse such as the supply chain, internet, highly connected 
power grid, people will assume it’s due to the environment and climate change. It won’t 
matter if they see the wildlife behaving normally. They’ll just believe that the 
environment is at fault the way they believed in 99% mortality rates for Covid and 
zombies. They saw it on a movie so it must be true. 
 
And there’s a new flick scheduled to release April 26, 2024. Civil War. Not the one from 
history but the new one a lot of those blood thirsty talking heads on TV are Hell bent on 
dragging us into. 
 
Just a few months before the next presidential election. Nearly everyone in America 
views DJT as the ultimate boogeyman or our only hope for freedom. 
 
Since we’re talking about fiction, we should remember Emmanuel Goldstein from 1984. 
There was no resistance led by him. Goldstein was no enemy to Big Brother after all. 
 
 

Jesus says that fear is not from God, but from the enemy. 
 
 
 
 
The Bible mentions two specific types of fear. The first type is beneficial and is to be 
encouraged. The second type is a detriment and is to be overcome. The first type of 
fear is fear of the Lord. This type of fear does not necessarily mean to be afraid of 
something. Rather, it is a reverential awe of God, a reverence for His power and glory. 
However, it is also a proper respect for His wrath and anger. In other words, the fear of 
the Lord is a total acknowledgement of all that God is, which comes through knowing 
Him and His attributes. 
 
Fear of the Lord brings with it many blessings and benefits. It is the beginning of 
wisdom and leads to good understanding -(Psalm 111:10). Only fools despise wisdom 
and discipline -(Proverbs 1:7). Furthermore, fear of the Lord leads to life, rest, peace, 
and contentment -(Proverbs 19:23). It is the fountain and life -(Proverbs 14:27) and 
provides a security and a place of safety for us -(Proverbs 14:26). 
 
Thus, one can see how fearing God should be encouraged. However, the second type 
of fear mentioned in the Bible is not beneficial at all. This is the “spirit of fear” mentioned 
in 2nd Timothy 1:7: “For God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power and of 
love and of a sound mind” (NKJV). A spirit of fearfulness and timidity does not come 
from God. 
 
However, sometimes we are afraid, sometimes this “spirit of fear” overcomes us, and to 
overcome it we need to trust in and love God completely. “There is no fear in love. 
But perfect love drives out fear, because fear has to do with punishment. The one 
who fears is not made perfect in love” -(1 John 4:18). No one is perfect, and God 

https://www.openbible.info/topics/fear
https://www.bibleref.com/Psalms/111/Psalms-111-10.html
https://www.bibleref.com/Proverbs/1/Proverbs-1-7.html
https://www.bibleref.com/Proverbs/19/Proverbs-19-23.html
https://www.bibleref.com/Proverbs/14/Proverbs-14-27.html
https://www.bibleref.com/Proverbs/14/Proverbs-14-26.html
https://www.bibleref.com/2-Timothy/1/2-Timothy-1-7.html
https://www.bibleref.com/1-John/4/1-John-4-18.html
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knows this. That is why He has liberally sprinkled encouragement against fear 
throughout the Bible. Beginning in the book of Genesis and continuing throughout the 
book of Revelation, God reminds us to “Fear not.” 
 
For example, Isaiah 41:10 encourages us, “Do not fear, for I am with you; Do not 
anxiously look about you, for I am your God I will strengthen you, surely I will 
help you, Surely I will uphold you with My righteous right hand.” Often we fear the 
future and what will become of us. But Jesus reminds us that God cares for the birds of 
the air, so how much more will He provide for His children? “So don’t be afraid; you 
are worth more than many sparrows” -(Matthew 10:31). Just these few verses cover 
many different types of fear. God tells us not to be afraid of being alone, of being too 
weak, of not being heard, and of lacking physical necessities. These admonishments 
continue throughout the Bible, covering the many different aspects of the “spirit of fear.” 
 
In Psalm 56:11 the psalmist writes, “In God I trust; I will not be afraid. What can man 
do to me?” This is an awesome testimony to the power of trusting in God. Regardless 
of what happens, the psalmist will trust in God because he knows and understands the 
power of God. The key to overcoming fear, then, is total and complete trust in God. 
Trusting God is a refusal to give in to fear. It is a turning to God even in the darkest 
times and trusting Him to make things right. This trust comes from knowing God and 
knowing that He is good. As Job said when he was experiencing some of the most 
difficult trials recorded in the Bible, “Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him” -(Job 
13:15 NKJV). 
 
Once we have learned to put our trust in God, we will no longer be afraid of the things 
that come against us. We will be like the psalmist who said with confidence “…let all 
who take refuge in you be glad; let them ever sing for joy. Spread your protection 
over them, that those who love your name may rejoice in you” -(Psalm 5:11). 
 
God wired our brains to experience fear. It is a primary emotion. There is a reason and 
purpose for our fear as we respond to triggering stimuli. When God says, “Do not fear” 
he is not commanding us to shut off a part of our brain. His model citizen isn’t an 
emotionless and stoic robot. 
 
The real issue God wants us to wrestle with is where we go when we fear. Where do 
you go with your fears? How do you deal with them? 
 
Simply put, God wants us to come to Him. Fear can paralyze us. Yet when we “fear” in 
the presence of God, God help us take the next step of faith even in the midst of our 
fear! Unfortunately, no one will be able to escape fear in this sinful and broken world. It 
is real. It can be paralyzing. It is powerful. 
 
But God is more powerful. 
He has the power and desire to be with us in the midst of our fears. Remembering this 
will enable to us to take the next step of faithfulness in our lives. How? Because God is 

https://www.bibleref.com/Isaiah/41/Isaiah-41-10.html
https://www.bibleref.com/Matthew/10/Matthew-10-31.html
https://www.bibleref.com/Psalms/56/Psalms-56-11.html
https://www.bibleref.com/Job/13/Job-13-15.html
https://www.bibleref.com/Job/13/Job-13-15.html
https://www.bibleref.com/Psalms/5/Psalms-5-11.html
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with us. We can continue to fight to believe Jesus is more in and through our fears 
thanks to His presence with us. 
 
Before God even created us, He knew our weaknesses. He knew fear was one of the 
biggest ways the enemy would attack our minds and attempt to derail the plans He had 
for us. It’s no wonder that Scripture tells us to “fear not” or “do not be afraid” over 
one hundred times. But what about Jesus, the person in the trinity who took human 
form? Was He ever afraid? 
 
The Bible tells us He was without sin, but we also see Him experience human emotions. 
In Matthew 21:12 we see Him angry because his Father’s temple is being used to take 
advantage of others in need. In John 11 we see Him grieved over a dear friend’s death. 
 
In Mark’s account, Jesus told the three disciples he brought with Him into the garden, 
“My soul is overwhelmed with sorrow to the point of death” -(Mark 14:34). All three 
gospels say He prayed to the Father not once, but three times, asking the cup be taken 
from Him if there is any other way. Luke, the physician, is the only one to add a physical 
description, which gives us a vivid picture of the stress Jesus experienced just moments 
before His betrayal. 
 
“And being in anguish, He prayed more earnestly, and His sweat was like drops 
of blood falling to the ground.” -(Luke 22:44) 
 
Although there is some speculation about whether Jesus was really sweating blood or 
Luke was using simile, a rare medical condition called “hematohidrosis” carries the 
exact symptoms Luke describes. Under extreme stress or anxiety, the blood vessels 
constrict and rupture, causing blood to go into the sweat glands. It makes sense that 
Luke, who was a doctor, would note this condition. 
 
Jesus was about to experience something none of us will have to endure. Not only 
would He bear the weight of every person’s sin, but He would be separated from the 
Father. This disconnection was completely foreign to Him, as He had been with the 
Father since before Creation. 
 
When He came to the Father, He knew there was no other way. But He had to ask. 
Although He was fully God, he was also fully human. A human who felt every emotion 
you and I do. Even fear. 
 
“For we do not have a high priest who is unable to empathize with our 
weaknesses, but we have one who has been tempted in every way, just as we 
are—yet he did not sin.” -(Hebrews 4:15) 
 
Would Jesus be able to empathize with those who are afraid if He hadn’t experienced 
the emotion Himself? A dictionary definition of “empathy” tells us it is “the psychological 
identification with, or vicarious experiencing of the feelings, thoughts, or attitudes of 
another.” Empathy is taking a walk in someone else’s shoes.  
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I don’t know about you, but I have a difficult time talking about a problem or difficulty to 
someone who hasn’t experienced it. There may be compassion, but there’s no 
understanding.  We simply cannot relate to a person’s problem unless we have walked 
in their shoes. 
 
Jesus understands, because He was there too. 
 
One of the biggest questions that arises when we consider whether or not Jesus was 
afraid is this: Is fear a sin? We know although He was tempted, He never sinned. 
 
Some argue that because the command not to be afraid is repeated so often in the 
Bible, fear is a sin. While I can see how a person might think this, is the issue really this 
black and white? Would God give us an emotion and then, in turn, expect us never to 
experience it? Such an expectation seems irrational at best and at worst, cruel. Yes, He 
is God. He is holy and sovereign, and He can do whatever He wants without any need 
of approval from us, but He is also our Creator. He is the groom and we are His 
beloved. In Psalm 139 David declares, “How amazing are your thoughts concerning 
me” -(Psalm 139:18). 
 
God gave us this emotion because He knows it has something we would need. Like any 
emotion we experience, it must be kept in check so it doesn’t control us. But when it 
does what it’s supposed to, it warns us of danger. It heightens our senses and keeps us 
alert when we need to be. If we didn’t have the ability to fear, or decided never to 
acknowledge it, people would be jumping into cars with abductors and children would 
be talking to every sketchy stranger they met. 
 
The command God gave to not be afraid carries with it this knowledge: we would be 
afraid. “Do not be afraid” is an exhortation. An encouragement. An invitation to fix our 
eyes on what we can’t see rather than the mountain in front of us. 
 
In the situations where we see God saying this, His people were facing incredible odds. 
Israelites were fleeing for their lives, and although they’d been delivered in the past, 
they were a forgetful people. They saw themselves trapped between and army and a 
sea. They saw weapons and chariots closing the gap. 
 
Wouldn’t you need to hear those words, “do not be afraid”? Wouldn’t you need a 
reminder that God was bigger than the obstacles surrounding you? 
 
Our fear becomes sin when we follow it to go our way instead of God’s way. When we 
decide to let this emotion rule over us, and it becomes lord instead of the person who 
can cast it out with His love. 
 
So what about Jesus? Did his fear cause Him to sin? No, because he laid down his own 
deity, His own will, and His desires and submitted to the Father. He did not allow His 
emotions to control Him, but instead completed the work He came to earth to do. 
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When I consider what Jesus went through in the garden and what He gave up to be with 
me, it makes me want to know Him even more. It makes me want to come to Him first 
instead of letting worry and fear keep me awake at night, running through worst-case-
scenarios in my head. 
 
What about you? Do you have a fear you can’t seem to let go of, and you’re not sure 
He’ll understand? 
 
He does. His humanness was not lacking in any temptation, emotion or suffering. And 
because He knows, He can help you. He can take your hand, lift you up, and become 
your strength. 
 
Let His knowledge of your struggle be your comfort today. You don’t have to be afraid, 
because He conquered fear for you. 
 
Take a close look at the creature below who will declare himself “Savior of the World.” 
Does he evoke a sense of “fear” in your mind?  King Chuckie rules from behind the 
curtains of secrecy   
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Recently HRH Prince Charles made the blasphemous statement, “The Earth does not 
belong to us, we belong to the Earth”.  The worship of the Creation has been 
supplanted by the so-called King, i.e., the Antichrist.  The Bible tells us that they 
believed the lie and worshiped the Creation rather than the Creator.  “Who changed 
the truth of God into a lie, and worshipped and served the creature more than the 
Creator, who is blessed for ever. Amen.”  -(Romans 1:25) 
 
It is likely that HRH Prince Charles will reveal his identity as being the proverbial 
Antichrist of Revelation 13 through his actions, his Christmas address to the world, and 
his planned 10 mandates for the world for each of the seven years ahead to “Save” the 
planet.  His statements are being backed up by a series of fabrications that Charles is 
the descendant of King David.   
 
Several years ago I did a series “The Satanic Talmud and the Synagogue of Satan.”  In 
part 6 of that series, I devoted the segment to this mentally deluded evil man and his 
arrogance to claim that he is hope for humanity; you can see the background to this 
fabrication of the Royal family claims through genealogy charts.  The link below is one 
of the strongest claims by Prince Charles to declare himself the ‘Savior of the World’.  
Here is the link to this fraudulent claim that Charles is a descendant of King David 
through his later mother Queen Elizabeth:   
The Satanic Talmud & The Synagogue of Satan--Part 6  
 
Part 6 in the link above exposes the claims of Prince Charles being the Biblical Messiah 
substitute for the real Messiah, Jesus Christ.  I also suggested that we should not 
overlook the date of December 25th since December 25th is a full moon event.  Just as 
December 13th was a “New” Moon, Monday, December 25th is a “Full” Moon or the 
opposite of December 13th-15th; December 25th through December 27th are prominent 
phases associated with Biblical historical events.  Biblically, the Feasts of the Lord –
(Leviticus 25) were all observed on a “Full Moon” or “New Moon”.   
 
Since God has chosen, for obvious good reasons, to hide the date of the Rapture, it 
would seem to be a great way to surprise and shock the world by taking His Bride on 
what might seem to be the most unlikely date of December 24/25th, the unlikely time the 
early church established for observing the birth of the Christ Child.   The early church 
did so based upon the Winter Solstice when the amount of daylight began to increase.  
As I sit in my kitchen and eat my evening meal, I note the declining daylight when it gets 
dark close to 5pm.  I watch the sinking shadows of sun light as the Sun falls beneath the 
horizon on the southeast of our residence.  I subscribe to AccuWeather and it notes 
each day as to how much daylight we have that day.  I have always looked forward to 

http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/STS6.pdf
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the Winter Solstice or Equinox when each day gets a bit longer by about two minutes a 
day. 
 
World events are converging on what suggests to be a “Global Reset”, which the WEF 
and HRH Prince Charles has been advocating his world unification event.  The Nazi 
Klaus Schwab does the bidding of Prince Charles and has done so since the 1970’s 
with Prince Charles being the first to promote the World Economic Forum.  In previous 
segments over the past few weeks I have been providing background to Prince Charles 
and his coming “Fourth Reich” of the Holy Roman Empire revival.  That said, I am 
expecting HRH Prince Charles Christmas address to the world will be a huge event, and 
doubly so as I am anticipating the fulfillment of Daniel 9:27 to be announced and our 
departure imminently.  
 
Praise God! 

 
Blessings in the Precious Name of Jesus Christ, Lord of lords, and King of kings! 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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